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Let X and Y be two topological spaces. We note that a discussion of the homotopy groups of 
the space of continuous functions from X to Y leads to a discussion of the algebra derivations 
from the cohomology algebra of Y to the cohomology algebra of X. This observation, and the 
Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence, allow us to apply the commutative algebra cohomology of 
AndrC and Quillen to the study of the homotopy type of spaces of maps. 
1. Introduction 
With the recent success of H. Miller, J. Lannes, and others in computing the 
homotopy groups of mapping spaces, we have seen the power of the Bousfield-Kan 
spectral sequence. This is an Adams-type spectral sequence, passing from homology 
to homotopy. As usual the E2 term is formed from the derived functors of some 
sort of Horn functor. However, the E2 term can also be understood in terms of the 
cohomology of commutative algebras, as studied by AndrC and Quillen in the sixties 
and early seventies. The purpose of this paper is to make an exposition of their work 
suitably adapted to the topological setting and, then, to explore computational tools 
for approaching the E,-term. 
The initial project is this: given two topological spaces X and Y, one wishes to 
compute the homotopy groups of the space of continuous maps from X to Y, a 
space we will write as map(X, Y). This space has, potentially, a number of path 
components and one specifies a component and a basepoint by choosing a map 
C$ :X-t Y. Then one would like to compute n,map(X, Y) with this choice of base- 
point. Of course, 
IrOmap(X Y) = [X, Yl, 
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where [ , ] denotes the homotopy classes of (unbased) maps from X to Y, and, for 
n21, 
z, map(X Y) = 71, map(X Y; @), 
where map(X, Y; @) denotes the component of map(X, Y) containing @. 
We first see what information we can get from cohomology. Given @ : X-t Y, we 
then get a map in H* = H*( , F,) where F,, is the field with p elements, for some 
prime p: 
@* : H*Y+ H*X. 
Then @* makes H*X into an H*Y algebra and, if 2 is the obvious degree shifting 
functor, @* makes Z’H*X into an H*Y module for tz0. If tr0 and 
St + map(X, Y) 
is a map taking the basepoint of S’ to 4, we obtain an adjoint map S’xX+ Y so 
that the composite 
*xX+S’xX+Y 
is @. The fact that H*Y-+H*(S’xX) is a map of unstable algebras over the 
Steenrod algebra implies that the composite, which we call a, 
H*Y+H*S’@H*X+f?‘S’@H*X=Z’H*X 
is an unstable derivation (over @*) in the sense that, first, it is a map of unstable 
modules over the Steenrod algebra and, second, for x, y E H*Y, 
and 
a(xy)=~*(x)a(y)+a(x)~*(y) if t>o 
a(xy) = a( if t = 0. 
We let Der*JH*Y,Z’H*X; @*) stand for the set of unstable derivations over @* 
between the listed objects. If the @* is understood from the context, then we often 
suppress it from the notation. The derivations form an Fp vector space if t > 0 and 
if t=O, 
DerwL8(H*Y, H*X; qb*) = HomOad(H*Y, H*X) 
is the set of maps between the listed algebras over the Steenrod algebra. 
The derivations are about all the cohomology can see. Thus, it is not surprising 
that the Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence reads, for H*X and H*Y of finite type, 
(1.1) E?‘=R& Derwd(H*Y,ZtH*X; @*) * n,_,map(X, YP) 
where R& means some suitably defined right derived functors and YP is the 
Bousfield-Kan p-completion of Y. The basepoint of map(X, YP) is understood to 
be the composite of @ :X-t Y with the canonical map Y+ YP from Y to its p- 
completion. This spectral sequence converges only after making further assumptions 
on X and Y. All this is taken care of in [5], where the spectral sequence is defined 
and the relevance of the terms with t-s< 0 is explored. 
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The question to be addressed here is this: what manner of thing is this E2 term 
and how can we understand it at all? The short answer is that it is an Andre-Quillen 
cohomology of the algebra H*Y with coefficients in Z’H*X. The long answer is 
that this is not hocus-pocus, but a useful insight in computations and understanding, 
and, hence, that Andre-Quillen cohomology deserves our study. As far as I know, 
this insight is due first to Miller. 
But first, to see what (1.1) has to do with the traditional Adams spectral sequence, 
suppose we have chosen @ : X+ Y to be a constant map. This amounts to choosing 
a basepoint for Y. Then 
DerQ,s(H*Y,,Z”H*X; @*)=Hom*.d(H*Y,H*Z’(X+)) 
where the + denotes a disjoint basepoint, and we could write 
R& Dere,.d(H*Y, H*X; @*)=Ext&(H*Y, H*Z’(X+)) 
because we always write Ext for the right derived functors of Horn. Then (1.1) 
becomes 
(1.2) Ext&(H*Y, H*Z’(X+)) 3 7ct_s map(X, Y,)z [Z’-‘(X,), YP] 
since @ was constant. Then (1.2) looks as if it were an Adams spectral sequence, 
although computing the &term remains a conundrum. The unfortunate looking 
disjoint basepoint arises because we are computing the homotopy groups of ‘unbased 
maps’ - in fact, X has no prefered basepoint. The case where X= * itself is a point 
is interesting: then map(*, Y)s Y and HZ’(X+) = H*S’ and the spectral sequence 
becomes 
(1.3) Ext&(H*Y, H*S’) * TC_~ Yp. 
This looks more and more like an Adams spectral sequence. (1.3) actually converges 
for all Y so that H*Y is of finite type. 
Statement of results 
We now give an explicit outline of what is accomplished in this paper. Since %,ZZ 
is not an abelian category, the E,-term of (1.1) must be defined using a simplicial 
resolution. Let he&’ be the category of simplicial objects in 4!/&. We will observe 
that b%&’ has a structure of a closed model category, and is thus a suitable place 
for doing homotopy theory. Further, we will observe that the E,-term of (1.1) can 
be generalized as a Quillen cohomology on o%&. 
To be specific, if A Ed 4Vd define the homotopy of A by rc*A = H,(A, ~3) where 
a is the alternating sum of the face operators in A. Then n,A is a bigraded, com- 
mutative algebra and nOA E %d. If /1 E a&‘, let 021&l) be the category of unstable 
Il-modules defined as follows: ME a&l) is graded /l-module, an unstable module 
over the Steenrod algebra, the action map 
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is a map of modules over the Steenrod algebra, and if p> 2, P”(x) = 0 if deg(x) = 2n 
and if p = 2, Sq”(x) = 0 if deg(x) = n. Then for A E 4 +!L& and ME %&,(rceA) we have 
the cohomology of A with coefficients in M: H* 2d(A,M). This generalizes (1 .l) in 
the sense that if H*Y is regarded as a constant simplicial object - the face and 
degeneracy operators are all the identity - and 
L”H*XE %?L~(H*Y) 
for t L 1 via @ *, then 
(1.4) H&(H*Y,C’H*X) GE RA DerOatd(H*Y,,Z’H*X). 
This is what is accomplished in Section 3. 
The remainder of the paper is spend understanding H&&&M) using the flex- 
ibility we have obtained by this generalization. 
The first project relates Hid(A,A4) to the classical ‘cotangent homology’ 
H.f(A,M) of commutative algebras developed by Andre and Quillen - [l-4,18], 
etc. This is done using the notion of Kaehler differentials, which represent the func- 
tor DerW&l, ) on the category @&&I). For A ho%&, we will define a natural 
simplicial module 
so that 
Der~~(A,M)sHom~~,,(noA)(noA 0~ WA),M) 
for all ME ~o(rcoA). Such equations yield composite functor spectral sequences. 
Since the derived functors of the functor 
are the Andre-Quillen homology of A - which we will call Hf,4 - we obtain a 
spectral sequence 
Ext&,,,(,,&H:A, M) * H&&4, M). 
The Kaehler differentials are defined in Section 2, the spectral sequence in Section 4. 
The second project depends on the observation that for A E o ad, rr,A is relative- 
ly tractable, and, hence, that it would make sense to pursue a ‘reverse Adams spec- 
tral sequence’ passing from n,A to H&&l,M). This type of reasoning was used 
to great effect by Miller in [14, Section 41. First, in Section 5, we discuss the struc- 
ture of rc*A, restricting attention to the prime p = 2. This turns out to be quite rich. 
The Steenrod algebra acts internally: 
SqJ : [7r,A]m+ [7c,A]m+j 
where [n,Alm denotes the elements of degree m in n,A. Furthermore Bousfield [6] 
and Dwyer [9] have described external operations 
6;: [It,A]*+ [77,+iA]2m. 
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Section 5 is devoted to the details of these operations and to describing a category 
+!L~cZ that encompasses this structure and so that homotopy defines a functor 
Section 6 is devoted to defining the reverse Adams spectral sequence: 
See Theorem 6.6. Furthermore, we describe a composite functor spectral sequence 
for computing the &-term of this spectral sequence. 
In Section 7 we turn to a case where the reverse Adams spectral sequence simplifies 
considerably. This will happen when we are considering supplemented objects in 
o %d; that is, objects A equipped with an augmentation A + F,. This applies, say, 
to the study of the spectral sequence of (1.2). After some preliminaries, we will 
define the suspension X4 of an object A E*%Y~. Then for ME %YO, we will have 
for n>O, 
H&&4, M) E H&&l, M) 
and Hi,&l,M)=O. F ur th ermore, the reverse Adams spectral sequence for X4 
simplifies to 
(1.5) ExtP,, (QnJA, .ZqA4) = H,p,;q(X4, M) 
where Q is the indecomposables functor and %!9 is an abelian category of modules 
that are at once unstable modules over the Steenrod algebra and the Bousfield- 
Dwyer operations 6;. 
If we have a constant simplicial algebra /1 E o a& of the type considered in (1.4), 
then 
rr,zil = Tori (F2, F2) 
so that 
Qnrr,X4 z Q TorG(F,, F2) 
is a familiar object. The spectral sequence of (1.5) is, in this case, related to the spec- 
tral sequence of [16]. 
Finally, Section 8 is devoted to a chain complex, similar to the classical lambda 
algebra, for computing Exte9. 
2. A primer on Kaehler differentials 
The first step in understanding ?he Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence is to come 
to grips with derivations. That is the point of this section, although we will include 
here some material that looks, at first glance, as if it were something of a digression. 
Andre and Quillen noted that the functor Der(A, ) is representable, and this is 
a key to our discussion. So let us recapitulate and expand on their results - drawing 
heavily on the first section of [l] and the fourth section of [18]. 
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Let /1 E %1& be an unstable algebra over the Steenrod algebra ~4 and M an un- 
stable module over the Steenrod algebra. M is an unstable /l-module if there is a 
map of d modules 
making M into a /l-module. Here, /1 @M is given the structure of a module over 
the Steenrod algebra by using the Cartan formula. As in the introduction, we see 
that we might have A =H*Y and M=Z’H*X for some spaces X and Y. Then a 
map @ :X+ Y gives M the structure of an unstable A-module. Thus, we are in- 
terested in understanding Derotitd(A, M). 
Definition 2.1. Let /1 E %&. Define the /l-module of Kaehler differentials Q(A) as 
follows. Let J(A) be the kernel of the multiplication map 
and 
/1@_4-+/i 
Q(/l) = J(/l)/J(/l)*. 
We first dispense with some preliminaries on Q(A). Notice that J(A) and, hence, 
a(A) are both left and right modules over A; if a~,4 and 
then C axj@yi and C Xioayi are in J(A). NOW, in J(4), these two module struc- 
tures differ; however, since 
the left and right /l-module structures on Q(n) agree. 
Also notice that, since the multiplication map /1@/1 + A is a map of d-modules, 
Q(4) is a module over the Steenrod algebra; in fact, Q(A) is a particular type of 
unstable module. Let et, be the full-subcategory of the category of &-modules 
given by the condition that if ME Uu,, and XE M is of degree m, then 
P’(x)=0 if 2izm and p>2 
or, if p=2, 
Sq’(x)=O if izm. 
This is stronger than the usual unstable condition, which says that p&P’(x)=0 if 
2i+ E > m and p> 2, or Sq’(x) = 0 if i > m and p = 2. We claim that Q(/i) E @o. This 
is because J(4) is an unstable d-module and if x E J(4) is of degree m, then 
P”(x)=XPEJ(/1)2 if p>2 and m=2n 
and 
Sq”(x)=x*EJQl)* if p=2. 
Finally, we notice that the action map /1 @Q(A) + Q(A) is a morphism in 4V0. Let 
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%&I) be the category of unstable /l-modules M (as defined earlier), so that 
ME 4V0. Then we have proved 
Lemma 2.2. For A E 4%!&, Q(A) E %,(A). 
Remark. Another example of an object in %!&I) is this: a map of spaces @ :X-t Y 
makes .Z’H*X, tr 1, an object in “zd&l) for A = H*Y. 
The point of the module L&4) is the following result, which says that differentials 
represent derivations, as anything called differentials should. Define d : A + Q(A) 
by letting d(a) be the residue class of a@ 1 - 1 @a in Q(4). 
Proposition 2.3. The map d is an unstable derivation from A to Q(A) and, for 
ME %&A), the homomorphism 
@ : Hom~,,~,&W), M) -+ Der~&& M) 
given by 
Wf) =fod 
is an isomorphism. 
Remarks 2.4. (1) The same argument will show that if Nis a graded A-module, then 
there is an isomorphism 
Horn, (C&4), N) E DerFp(A, N) 
where DerFp is the vector space of F,-derivations. 
(2) The equation of Proposition 2.3 characterizes Q(4) up to isomorphism, in the 
sense that if, for any NE @&I), if there is a natural isomorphism 
Hom~,,(,#C M) = Der+4/l, M) 
valid for all ME SVO(A), then N must be isomorphic to Q(4). 
Before proving Proposition 2.3, we need a lemma. 
Lemma 2.5. Q(A) is generated as a A-module by elements of the form d(a), a E A, 
where d : A + Q(A) is the universal derivation of Proposition 2.3. 
Proof. If C Xi @yi E J(A), then C Xiyi = 0 in A. Hence the equation 
C XiOUi=-C (xiO1)(YiO1-lOYi)+ C xiYiO1 
implies that the residue class of C Xi @yi in Q(A) is equal to - C x;d(y;). 
Proof of 2.3. To prove that d is a derivation, we use the equation 
ab~1-1~ab=(a~1)(b@1-1@b)+(a~1-1@a)(l~b) 
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and the fact that the left and right /l-module structures on Q(A) agree. Since 
d(8a) = 0d(a) for all BE &!, we have that d is an unstable derivation. Then, if 
f: Q(A) +A4 is a morphism in &,&l), Q(f) =fod is an unstable derivation. 
Lemma 2.5 implies that Q(f)=0 if and only if f =O; thus, @ is a monomorphism. 
If, on the other hand, aEDerI,,&l,A4), we may define 
by 
f:Q(/l)-A4 
f(o) = - c 00,) 
where o E Q(4) is the residue class of C x, Ori. Then fe Hom~,,t,)(O(/l), M) and 
Q(f) = a. The last claim depends on the fact that if 1 e/1 is the unit, then a(l)=O. 
Thus @ is an epimorphism and the result follows. 
We now write down a few examples. 
Example 2.6. We determine the differentials on a free object. First some notation. 
Let % be the usual category of unstable d-modules. Then the forgetful functor 
%?J&+ % has a left adjoint a%. Also the forgetful functor aO+ +Y has a left ad- 
joint D given by, for p=2, 
D(N) = N/(Sq”x: XE N has degree n) 
and a similar formula for p > 2. Let /1= U(N) for some NE a. Then we claim that 
(2.7) Q(A)~A@D(N)= U(N)@D(N). 
This follows from the sequence of isomorphisms for ME Q&4) 
(2.8) Derdud(/l, M) = HornoU (N, M) E HomOU,(D(N), M) 
E Horn ou,(,,@ @D(N), M). 
So (2.7) holds by applying Remark 2.4(2). 
Incidentally, one usually does not compute Q(A) directly from the definition, but 
by making a guess and establishing a sequence of isomorphisms as in (2.8). Then 
the universal property of differentials establishes Q(4). 
As an interesting special case of (2.7), let nF, be the category of graded FP vector 
spaces. Then the forgetful functor %Y --t nF, has a left adjoint P’. (We will use P 
below.) Thus the forgetful functor 021d + nF, has left adjoint G = UP’. If T/E nF,, 
then G(V) is ‘free’ in %d - in fact, if Vis of finite type, then G(V) is the cohomo- 
logy of a suitable Eilenberg-Mac Lane space. Let us write P(V) = D(P’( V)), where 
D is as above. Then, the above calculation shows that, since G(V) = U(P’( V)), 
(2.9) O(G(V))~G(V)@P(V). 
Notice that P(V) is projective in @YO, since P’(V) is projective in %Y and D is left 
adjoint to the forgetful functor @X0 -+ a%, which is exact. Or, alternatively, notice 
that P is left adjoint to the forgetful functor &e -+ nF,. 
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Example 2.10. Suppose f: A -+ r is a morphism in 
reduction of scalars makes ME q&4). We claim 
(2.11) Der*~(/l,M)~Hom~~,,(,,(TOn Q(A),M). 
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@Xx2 and ME a@). Then 
This follows from Proposition 2.3 and the fact that TOn ( ) is left adjoint to 
reduction of scalars %&(r) + %&A). In particular, if r= FP and f = E : /1--f FP is an 
augmentation, then *e(T) = a0 and for ME %e, 
Dered(A, M) G Hom%,,(F, On 52(A), M). 
But one easily checks that 
Derw&l, M) G Hom%,,(QA, M) 
where Q denotes the indecomposables functor. Hence, for all A E %!AZ with an 
augmentation E : A -+ FP, we have 
(2.12) F,@,, L&4)zQA. 
This will be useful in studying the special case of the Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence 
given by (1.2). There are further remarks on augmentations to Fp in Note 4.5. 
3. Quillen cohomology and the derived functors of derivations 
We now come to the definition of the E2 term of the Bousfield-Kan spectral se- 
quence. We will see that it fits into a larger, more intellectually complete, context 
that sometimes makes computations easier. 
Because o%l& is a non-abelian category, homological algebra must be done using 
the language of simplicial objects. So, let 4%~’ be the category of simplicial un- 
stable algebras over the Steenrod algebra A. Then A E~%AZ is a sequence of 
algebras {A,} in %GJ linked by face maps dj : A, --+ A, _ , , 0 I is n, and degeneracy 
maps Si:A,~A,+,, 01 isn, subject to the usual simplicial identities. We define 
the homotopy of A E~%AZ by the following familiar calculation. Let 
a= i (-l)‘d;:A,-tA,_, 
i=o 
be the alternating sum of the face operators. Then a * = 0 and 
n,~ =H*(A, a). 
Note that n,A is a bigraded, commutative algebra over Fp. In fact, n,A supports 
a great deal more structure than this - including divided power operations - as we 
will see in Section 5. This rich structure is one of the rationalizations of the generality 
of some of the definitions of this section. 
Now, A E 6 %&’ is augmented if there exists A E %Y& and a morphism do : A0 *A 
in %.A so that dodo=dod,:A,+A. This is the same as the following: given 
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/1 E %!d, we also write II for the constant simplicial algebra which is /1 in each 
degree and with all face and degeneracy maps the identity. Then an augmentation 
is the same as a choice of morphism of simplicial objects A * /1. For this reason 
we will often write: “let A + /1 be an augmented simplicial unstable algebra”. Given 
A ~64~2, there is a maximal augmentation; namely, the quotient map A,, -+ noA. 
Any augmentation amounts to specifying a morphism lcoA -t/l in a&. 
Definition 3.1. Let /1 E&Q,!&‘. Then an acyclic almost-free resolution of A is an 
augmented object X-t /1 in 6 4Y&’ so that 
(1) rt,,X=O if n>O and ;rr0Xz_4, with the isomorphism induced by the augmen- 
tation; and 
(2) there is, for each n 20, a graded vector space V, c X, and maps of graded 
vector spaces 6;: V,+ I/n-r, lrisn and oi: V,+ I/n+,, Olirn, SO that the evi- 
dent map G( V,) -+X, is an isomorphism for every n and the following diagrams 
commute: 
G( V,) L X, and 
G(Vn-,)AXn_, G(V,+,)AX n+l 
G: nF,+ %A?’ is left adjoint to the forgetful functor. 
Remarks 3.2. (1) X is called almost free because it is nearly G(V) for some simplicial 
vector space V. Only do is not induced from G and { V,}. 
(2) There is a canonical resolution of ,4 E 4%&. Let G : 4?~._d --t42~2 be the cotriple 
on 021& induced by G; then, there are natural transformations E : G + 1 and 
q : G + G2, so that some appropriate diagrams commute. If /1 E @d and we set 
X,=G”‘Ql 
and 
d;=G’isGn-i:Xn+Xn~,, Si=G’irlGn-i:X,+X”+,, 
do=~:Xo=&l +A, 
then X+ /1 is an acyclic almost-free resolution of /1. The contraction needed to 
compute n,X is provided by the maps of graded vector spaces 
x,_,=Gfl”n-X,=G”“A 
adjoint to the identity G -n+ l/1-+ G”+ l/1. We will write G . A -+ A for this resolution 
to emphasize that is canonical and functorial in /1. 
(3) Acyclic, almost-free resolutions are ‘unique up to homotopy’. See Remark 3.8 
below. 
Now let A -+A be an augmented simplicial unstable algebra. If ME G&4), then 
the composition do ... do : A, -+/1 (or any other composition of face operators - the 
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simplicial identities imply that they are all the same) makes ME %&(A,,) for all n. 
Thus Der+,&A,M) and Der *AAn, M) make sense and d, : A, -+ A,_ 1, induces a 
map 
d: : Der,&4,_ ,,M) --f Der%,,&I,,M). 
Definition 3.3. Let A E %!&’ and ME a&4). Define 
R& Der%&l, M) = rcs Der%d(X, M) 
where X is an acyclic, almost-free resolution of A and rc * = H*( , ~3 *) where a * is 
the alternating sum of the maps d:. 
Remarks 3.4. (1) The symbol R& emphasizes the role of the functor G - these are 
the ‘cotriple’ derived functors of DerqLJ ,M). 
(2) If A, *A2 is a surjection in @AZ and ME @Y&l,), then 
Derw&Iz,M)P DergAAr,M) 
is an injection. Hence 
One can also characterize RA Der,&l, M) as a group of algebra extensions. See 
t171. 
(3) If A =H*Y and M=,Z”H*X with tz 1 and with Wo(H*Y) structure induced 
by some map of unstable algebras $I* : H*Y-+ H*X, as in the introduction, then 
Definition 3.3 defines the E2 term of the Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence. 
The big question is how one is ever going to compute Rz? The answer has two 
parts: first, we generalize the definition to obtain more flexibility and, second, we 
develop various tools that separate the various components that make up Derad. 
In particular, we will attempt to separate the algebra structure of A E ??/& from its 
structure as a module over the Steenrod algebra. 
Miller noticed (and others have expanded on his idea) that RzDerwd can be 
generalized by regarding it as a Quillen-type cohomology on d%d. For this, one 
needs the language of closed model categories developed in [19]; that is, in 4 ?&A? 
there are weak equivalences, fibrations and cofibrations satisfying the axioms 
CMl-CM5 of [19]. We now supply the definitions. Recall that for A E~%A?, we 
have that rc,A is a bigraded, commutative F,-algebra, that n,A E %AZ. Recall also 
that we can regard the augmentation A -+ n0A as a morphism in *%.A. 
If f: A + B is a morphism in 4 %A$, we obtain a diagram 
& 
A - n&4 
f I I nof 
& 
B- 7coB 
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and hence a canonical map in c&d 
(f,c):A-tBX.,B7roA 
where the target is the evident pullback of vector spaces. The morphism f will be 
called surjective on components if this map is a surjection. 
Definition 3.5. (1) A morphism f : A + B in b %?J.xZ is a weak equivalence if
n,f: n,A --f rc*B 
is an isomorphism. 
(2) f: A -+ B is afibration if it is a surjection on components; f is an acyclic fibra- 
tion if it is a fibration and a weak equivalence. 
(3) f: A + B is a cofibration if for every acyclic fibration p : X-t Yin o GV.&, there 
is a morphism B + X so that in the following diagram both triangles commute: 
A-X 
f 
!/I 
P 
B-Y 
As specializations of these ideas we have cofibrant objects. We write Fp for the 
initial object of d%M. Then we say that A E~??L& is cofibrant if the unit map 
q : F,_, -+ A is a cofibration. 
The following now follows from [18, Theorem 4, ~11.4.11. 
Proposition 3.6. With the notions of weak equivalence, fibration, and cofibration 
defined above, cG?/.xZ is a closed model category. 
This means that almost all of the usual constructions of homotopy theory of 
spaces (i.e., simplicial sets) can be carried out in b&d. For example, we have: 
Corollary 3.7. Any morphism A + B in o 62~~2 may be factored 
A-+X+B 
where the first map i,e a cofibration and the second is an acyclic fibration. 
Also, we have: 
Remark 3.8. The solution to the arrow diagram in Definition 3.5(3) is unique up 
to homotopy under A and over Y. This is [ 18, Proposition 1.31. Homotopy is defined 
via some appropriate cylinder object or via the simplicial homotopy formulas - see 
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[ 131. Homotopy under A means some homotopy restricts to the constant homotopy 
on A; similarly for homotopy over Y. 
And, finally, we have: 
Remark 3.9. Corollary 3.7 says that for any A E o %!._Pz’, we may find an acyclic fibra- 
tion X-t A with X cofibrant. 
So saying, let A EO%& and ME %c(noA). Possibly ME %,&I) where A -+/1 is 
some augmentation. Then if X+A is an acyclic fibration, rcoXr n,,A and 
ME %&rcX). 
Definition 3.10. Let A E&&&’ and ME aO(noA). Define the Quillen cohomology 
H&&l, M) as follows: choose an acyclic fibration X -A with X cofibrant and let 
H&&I,M)=n*Der%&X,M). 
This is well defined and functorial in A by Remark 3.8. It is obviously functorial 
in M. 
To relate this to Definition 3.3 and to take some of the mystery out of cofibra- 
tions, we use the device of almost-free maps. 
Definition 3.11. A morphism f :A --t B in 6 %d is almost free if there are graded 
vector spaces V,, c B, , n 2 0, and maps of graded vector spaces 6; : V, + V,_ 1, 
lliln and cr;: V,+ Vn+l, 0~ Ian, so that the evident map 
A,OG(V,)+& 
is an isomorphism for all n and the analogs of the diagrams of Definition 3.1(2) 
commute. Again, only d, is not induced from A, { Vn }, and G. An object XE 4 &.x2 
is almost free if the unit map q : Fp --t X is an almost free map. Compare Definition 
3.1(2). 
Proposition 3.12. (1) Almost-free morphisms are cofibrations in o 4Yd; in particular, 
almost free objects are cofibrant. 
(2) Any morphism A + B may be factored canonically and functorially as 
A --t X-+ B where the first map is almost-free and the second is an acyclic fibration. 
(3) Any cofibration is a retract of an almost-free map. 
Proof. For (1) the proof in [14, section 31 and [15] goes through, with the obvious 
changes. Part (2) will be proved below and (3) is a consequence of (2) and the defini- 
tion of cofibration. 
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Remark 3.13. Let /1 E %J and let .A also stand for the constant simplicial algebra. 
Then if X-t ,4 is an acyclic fibration with X almost-free, then X is an acyclic almost- 
free resolution for _4 in the sense of Definition 3.1. Hence 
H&&l, M) E Rg Dera&l, M). 
Thus H& subsumes R$ Derqd. Furthermore, Remark 3.8 implies that R$ Derad 
is well defined and functorial. However, H* g,,d will supply more flexibility, as we 
will see in Sections 6 and 7. 
We will close this section by proving Proposition 3.12(2). The argument is simple 
and we will use some relevant facts about the construction later. To begin, let 
A E %J. Then we may define the category A/%J to be the category of objects 
under /1; that is, objects ZE %.AZ equipped with a morphism A + Z in QAPJ making 
Z into an A-algebra. The augmentation ideal functor I: A/ad+ nF, has a left 
adjoint 
G”(I’)=A@G(I’). 
This pair of adjoint functors yields a cotriple GA :/I/%.&--+(1/%& and, as is 
usual, this yields an augmented simplicial object 
for any object ZeA/%&‘. Note that 7c*G.AZ=Z concentrated in degree 0. If 
A =Fp, this is exactly the situation of Remark 3.2(2). 
Now, let f: A + B be a morphism in 6OZd.A. Then the last paragraph yields an 
augmented bisimplicial algebra 
(3.14) G.!.B+B 
with 
Let 
(3.15) GAB = diag(G.:. B) 
be the resulting diagonal simplicial algebra. Thus, we have factored f :A --t B as 
(3.16) A+cAB-+B. 
The first map is almost free, the second map is a fibration, and the construction is 
canonical and functorial in f. We need only show that GAB-+ B is an acyclic fibra- 
tion. But, since GAB is the diagonal simplicial algebra of G.4. B, we may filter 
G-4. B by degree in q to obtain a spectral sequence converging to zr.+c’B. But since 
~r,@~qB~= B,, and the isomorphism is induced by the augmentation, the result 
follows. 
The great strength of the construction of (3.16) is precisely that CAB is the 
diagonal of a bisimplicial algebra. This allows the construction of many spectral se- 
quences. 
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4. Composite functor spectral sequences for computing lX&(A,M) 
In this section we combine the results of Section 2 with the definitions of Section 
3 to produce tools for computing H&,&l,M). 
To begin with, let A -+r be an augmented simplicial unstable algebra and let 
ME co(r). Then the induced map n0A + r gives M the structure of an unstable 
module over +4, so we know how to define H&((A,M); in fact, 
H~~(A,M)=n*Der~~(X,M) 
where X+,4 is an acyclic fibration with X cofibrant in c%GZ. Now, by (2.1 l), we 
have for each n 2 0, 
Derwd(X,, M) = HomeO(&%,n 52(X,), M). 
Thus, we have written the derivations as a composite functor 
(4.1) DerOaJ-,M>= HomW&-,M)o [rO_ sZ(-)I. 
From this equation we will obtain a composite functor spectral sequence. First a 
definition. 
Definition 4.2. Let A + r be an augmented simplicial unstable algebra. Define the 
Andre-Quillen homology of A by 
H;(A, r) = 7r*rox Q(X) 
where X+A is an acyclic fibration with X cofibrant. 
H:(A,r) is well defined and functorial, by Remark 3.8. Furthermore, 
Hz(A,r) E %ZO(T) for each n. To see this, notice that Lemma 2.2 says that 
s2(X,) E aO(X,). Hence rOx 52(X) is a simplicial object in GYO(T). 
Hf(A, r) is what Andre would call H,(Fp,A, r) and what Quillen would call 
D,(A/F,,r). Both are keeping track of the fact that A is a simplicial F,-algebra. 
Obviously, these authors have studied this object with some intensity - see [2] and 
[18], for example. 
The main result of this section is the following: 
Theorem 4.3. Let A + r be an augmented simplicial unstable algebra and ME 
%Yo(T). Then there is a first quadrant spectral sequence 
Ext&,,,(@(A, 0, w = ~,p;q(A, M). 
Proof. The argument, which I saw first as Proposition 2.13 of [ 141, is standard. The 
forgetful functor %&T)-+ nF, has left adjoint Pr; indeed, Pr=r@P(V), as in 
Example 2.6. Let pr : SYo(T) + 4Yo(T) be the resulting cotriple. Then if NE *c(T), 
we may form the augmented simplicial object Per(N) + N (as in Remark 3.2(2)) and 
Ext&,)(N, M) = n * Hom~OC&P.f (N), M). 
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Now let X+A be an acyclic fibration with X almost-free in da,&, and form the 
bi-cosimplicial vector space C with 
CP,.4 = Hom~,(r@~(r&, W$)), -W. 
Filtering C by degree in p, we obtain a spectral sequence with 
Efq= Hom~,,cr,(P~(Hq’(A, r)), M). 
This follows from the fact that pr is an exact functor and Definition 4.2. From 
this we conclude that the E2 term of the spectral sequence is as described in the 
statement of the theorem. To determine what the spectral sequence abuts to, filter 
C by degree in q. Then we get a spectral sequence with 
Ep,4= ExtP I *o(~)m3Xq QW,),M). 
Since X is almost-free, (2.9) implies that r@+LJ(X,) is projective in %V&). 
Hence Efq=O if p>O and 
EFq = Hom~Oy,-)(~OX~ Wx,), M) 
z Dered(Xq, M). 
Thus EF”=O if p>O and E2 OTq = Hg,(A, M). This completes the argument. _ 
Remarks 4.4. (1) If r=F,, then %Yo(T)= %Yo and we obtain, essentially, the spec- 
tral sequence that Miller found useful. See [14, Theorem 2.51 and, especially, the 
amended result in [15], where the category a0 (which he calls W) appears. See also 
Example 4.7 below. 
(2) In using this spectral sequence one hopes (as a best case scenario) that either 
M is nice - injective, say - in co(T) or that Hn’(A,T) vanishes for many iz. A lot 
of thought has gone into this last point, especially work growing out of conjectures 
of Quillen. See [18, 5.6 and 5.71. For recent work on this score see [3] and [4]. 
In particular, suppose /1 E GY& is a ‘graded complete intersection’ in the sense 
that there is a sequence of algebras - not necessarily over d - 
(4.4.3) F,+S(V,)+S(I/,)+A -+Fp 
where S( ) denotes the symmetric algebra functor on the indicated graded vector 
space, the first map is an injection, S( V,) is a projective S( Vi) module and 
Then if E : A *l-is any morphism in a,_&, Hf(A,r) =0 for n 12, and one can use 
(4.3.3) to compute Ht(A,r) and HF(A,r). As a consequence, the spectral se- 
quence of Theorem 4.3 becomes a long exact sequence. An example of a graded 
complete intersection is the algebra underlying a Hopf algebra. 
Further computation is made possible by the following result. Notice that if 
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ME aO(T), we may regard M as a r-module and as an object in %X0; that is, cer- 
tain forgetful functors exist. We attempt to produce a spectral sequence that pulls 
these two structures apart. For this we need the following: 
Note 4.5. (augmentations). If r~ @!~d$, it often helps to have an augmentation in 
ad, E : F+ Fp . This amounts to listing an algebra map r” + FP, where To denotes 
the elements of degree 0. Now To is a Boolean algebra in the sense that if XE~‘, 
then xp =x. Thus an algebra map r” +F, is a non-zero map of vector spaces, so 
that the composite with the unit map Fp -tr” is the identity. Such can always be 
chosen - if r= H*Y for some space Y, this choice can be accomplished by choosing 
a basepoint for Y - but the choice is not canonical. Of course, if T’sF,, then 
there is only one choice. 
If, however, a choice of augmentation arises in a given situation, then we can 
form F,@,M and Torc(F,,M) for any ME %Zo(T) and obtain objects in “21,. A 
priori, however, different choices of augmentation will yield different modules in 
ao. 
Proposition 4.6. If NE 4Yo(T) and ME 4!lo and there is an augmentation E: r-+ Fp, 
then there is a spectral sequence 
Ext&(Torc(F,, N), M) * Exti&$,(N, M). 
Proof. This is another composite functor spectral sequence. The argument is the 
same as in Theorem 4.3, using the bi-cosimplicial object 
Home@. (F, Or (pf(N)), M) 
where P: ao+ e. is the ‘projectifying’ cotriple. We also use that 
HomwO(FP OrPr(N), M) E HomQ,,&pr(N), M) 
which follows from the fact that pr(N) = r@P(N). 
We finish the section with two examples. 
Example 4.7. Suppose A E @AZ and E : /1 + Fp is a choice of augmentation. If we 
regard A as a constant simplicial object, then an acyclic fibration with X almost-free 
is, as in Remark 3.13, an acyclic almost-free resolution of /1. Furthermore, by 
(2.12), F,@,sZ(X)= QX. Hence we may write 
H~(/1,F,)~~*QX=L,GQ(/1). 
That is, Hf(A,F,) are the left derived functors of the indecomposables functor. 
Furthermore, as in Remark 3.13, 
Hg(A, M) E RE DerO%&l, M). 
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So suppose that A = H*Y for some space Y and M=C’H*X for some space X and 
some t>O. Then 
I?: Deresd(/l, M) = Ext&d(H*Y, H*.Z’(X+)). 
So, finally, the spectral sequence of Theorem 4.3 becomes 
Ext&(L,GQ(H*Y),C’H*X) * Ext$:(H*Y, H*Z’(X+)). 
This, as remarked earlier, is essentially Miller’s spectral sequence. The difference 
between his and ours is the disjoint basepoint. The reasons for this difference were 
touched on in the introduction. 
Example 4.8. Suppose /1 E a& is a free graded algebra - suppressing the Steenrod 
algebra structure. Then, the methods of Quillen and Andre show that for any r, 
H:(A,r) if q>O and H~(A,T)GZ-@~ a(A). Furthermore, sZ(/1) is a free /1- 
module; hence I-@,, L?(n) is a free r-module. Therefore both the spectral se- 
quences in Theorem 4.3 and Proposition 4.6 collapse and 
H&&l,M)=Ext&(QA,M) 
using the fact that FP@,rOn sZ(A)=QA, by (2.12). Hence if /1= H*Y for some 
space Y and M=_Z’H*X, t> 0, we have 
Thus, at least when t> 0, the E, term of the Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence 
becomes something familiar looking. 
We should remark that ExtOtiO - like Ext over the Steenrod algebra - is no more 
or less computable than it ever was. However, like a twenty-year old car that never 
really ran right, but went well enough on some memorable occasions, this Ext is a 
cherished adversary - exasperating at times, in a comfortable sort of way. 
5. The structure of the homotopy of a simplicial unstable algebra 
Because the definition of rc,A, for A E a%&!, is so traditional, we regard it as 
computable. And, in practice, it often is. Thus, it makes sense to have spectral se- 
quence passing from rr*A to H&(A,M). The construction of such a spectral se- 
quence, which will be done in the next section, uses the simplicial technology of 
Section 3 in a much more integral manner than the previous section. The ideas of 
these next three sections are essentially a reworking of some ideas of Miller, See, 
in particular, [14, Remark 4.71 and the intriguing spectral sequence of [16]. 
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The first step - a step which is the point of this section - is to understand n,A 
with A l *a&. To begin with it might be helpful to study how the category %Y&’ 
is defined. We will use the language of triples. See [12, Chapter VI], where a triple 
is called a monad. 
Consider the functor G: nF,-+ %!d left adjoint to the forgetful functor. By 
composing with the forgetful functor D%c._& + nF, and abusing notation, we may 
regard G as a functor G : nF, -+ nF, . Then G has the structure of a triple; that is, 
there are natural transformations p : G2 + G and q : 1 -+ G so that certain diagrams 
commute. Then an object /1 E %!d is a G-algebra in the sense that there is a map 
of graded vector spaces E : G/1 + /1 which behaves correctly with respect to /J and 
I?. A morphism in %Xd commutes with the structure maps E; thus an object A E& %Y& 
comes equipped with a morphism of simplicial vector spaces E : GA --t A. 
To apply this language and the functor G, we recall a result of Dold’s [8]. 
If B is a category, let F(B) be the category of ‘endo-functors’ of B; that is, the 
objects of F(B) are functors 
F:B+B 
and morphisms are natural transformations. The category F(B) has a composition 
functor 
0 : F(B) x F(B) + F(B) 
with 
GxF-GoF:B+B. 
The results of Dold’s paper, especially Section 5, can be used to prove the following 
result. Let nnFp be the category of bigraded vector spaces. 
Proposition 5.1. There is a functor 
so that 
w : F(nF,) + F(nnF,) 
(1) w(GoF) = w(G)~w(O 
(2) w(1) = 1; 
(3) if VEsnF, is a simplicial vector space, then there is a natural isomorphism 
n*F(V= W(O(~* V). 
We will abbreviate w(F) to .9 to shorten notation. Then we have, for Proposition 
5.1(3), 
rc*F( V)Z 9(77* V). 
Property 5.1(3) determines the functor @“, because, for any bigraded vector space 
WE nnF,,, there is a simplicial vector space VEsnF, so that rc, VG W. This can be 
proved by using the normalization functor on simplicial vector spaces; see [13, Sec- 
tion 221. Indeed, the last two sentences constitute an outline of the proof of Proposi- 
tion 5.1. 
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A note on bigrading may make the following paragraphs a little clearer. We give 
unstable algebras and modules over the Steenrod algebra a cohomological grading; 
thus the elements of degree q in /1 E Q& will be written Aq. On the other hand, we 
give homotopy a homological grading: if A E&C&!._&, then n,A is bigraded and we 
write the elements of bidegree (p, q) as [~c,FI]~. These are the elements of degree q 
in z#. The index p will be called external degree and the index q will be called in- 
ternal degree, 
We now apply Proposition 5.1 to the functor G. Thus there is a functor 
FJ : nnF, -+ nnFp so that for VE snFp, 
The fact that G is a triple on nF, and Proposition 5.1(l) and (2) show that F? is a 
triple on nnF,,. Let %&!$Z - the notation to be explained below - be the category 
of %-algebras. An object in e&C@ is a bigraded vector space Wwith a structure map 
E : FiW+ W; morphisms in %?.!.&C@ commute with structure maps. The following is 
nearly obvious: 
Proposition 5.2. If A E o %!d, then n,A E 4?l&CB. 
Proof. The structure map is given by 
ACNE : IC,GA z $?@*A) -+ n,A, 
where E : GA + A is the structure map for A E o ozld. 
However theoretically pleasing this result may be, we can make few computations 
until we have more detailed information about Ce - just as we can do little in %&’ 
until we understand G, including the role of the Steenrod operations. The next step, 
then, is to draw on the work of Bousfield [6] and Dwyer [9] to make some observa- 
tions about x*A, with A~c%d. 
We assume, for the rest of this paper, that we are working at the prime. p = 2. We 
make some comments on other primes in Remark 5.4 below. 
Theorem 5.3. Suppose A E b ozd&. Then : 
(1) z.+A is a bigraded, commutative Fz-algebra. If XE n,A, p>O, then x2=0. 
(2) n,,A E %!.& and, for p> 0, xPA E S?lO. Furthermore, if n > 0 or p > 0, then the 
multiplication map 
n,A 0 n,A + TC,,+~A 
is a morphism in %?&. 
(3) There are natural higher divided power operations 
6,: ~~Aj~~+;A, 2SiIp, 
doubling the internal degree so that 
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(i) ai is a homomorphism 2 I i <p and 8, = y2 - the divided square - so that 
6,(x+y)=~,(x)+~,(y)+xy; 
(ii) the operation 6i acts on products as follows: 
6; (xy) = 
( 
x26;(y) if xE noA, 
y 26j (x) if y E n0A, 
0 otherwise; 
(iii) if j<2i, then 
ajjsi(X) = j+ ,,2$s 1 +j,3 ( i-{TS,p l)d~+j-~dJx). 
(4) The Steenrod operations and the higher divided powers commute as follows: 
if i<p, 
and 
SqG.(x) =s.(sqj’2(x)) I I 
Sq’S,(x) = sP(sqj’2(x)) + c Sq’(x)SqjPl(x) 
t<j/2 
where Sqi12 = 0 if j is odd. 
Remark 5.4. (1) Bousfield’s work extends to odd primes, but the relations analogous 
to Theorem 5.3(3)(iii) have not been worked out in admissible form; hence, we 
choose to concentrate on p=2. 
(2) We define a composition 
6, = aj, . . . a;, 
to be admissible if i, 2 2i,+ 1 for all t. Then the relations of Theorem 5.3(3) imply 
that if SjSi is not admissible, then we may rewrite this composition as a sum of ad- 
missible operations. The usual argument then shows that any composition of higher 
divided powers may be rewritten, if necessary, as a sum of admissible operations. 
(3) The range of summation in Theorem 5.3(3)(iii) differs from Dwyer’s in that 
it always returns an admissible answer. The fact that the sum can be written as we 
say was first proved by T. Lada (unpublished). 
(4) Notice that Theorem 5.3(3)(i) implies that if XE rcPA, p>2, then x2=0. 
Theorem 5.3(l) says that this also happens to be true if p= 1. 
Now, the functor ?? above must reflect all this structure. In fact, if WennF2, 
then 9 W will be the algebra on generators G,SqJ(w), w E W subject to the relations 
implied by Theorem 5.3. Three specific ingredients go into this calculation. 
First, as remarked above, for every WEnnF2, there is a VEsnF2, so that 
n, I/= W. Thus % Wz rc,GV and, hence, 9 W supports an action of the Steenrod 
operations and the higher divided powers, subject to the axioms suggested by 
Theorem 5.3. 
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Second, it is sufficient to compute $9 W when W is one-dimensional over F2. This 
is because if W is arbitrary, then W is the filtered colimit of its finite-dimensional 
subspaces and if Wis finite dimensional, then Wis the direct sum of one-dimensional 
vector spaces. Then one notices that since G commutes with colimits and since 
G(1/,0 v,)=G(I:)OG(I/,), 
the naturality of Dold’s result implies that YJ commutes with colimits and 
And third, we have the following observation: as an algebra (neglecting the 
Steenrod algebra structure), there is a natural isomorphism 
where S is the symmetric algebra functor. (See Example 2.6 for U, P’, and P.) Then 
Proposition 5.1 guarantees that there is a functor 8: nnF, -+ nnF2 so that for 
VesnF,, there is a natural isomorphism zr,SVz9(n,V). Thus we have natural 
isomorphisms 
We can extend P to a functor P: nnF, 4 nnF2 by setting P(W),” = P( W,)“. Then, 
since P is an exact functor, if VE snF,, then n,P( V) E P(rr, V) and we have proved 
the following: 
Lemma 5.5. For WennF2, g WzY(PW); in particular, 
n,GV~9(P~,(V)). 
This is a step forward because 9 is understood. For any WennF2, W supports 
an action of the higher divided power operations 6;, subject to the axioms of 
Theorem 5.3(3). We have already seen (Remark 5.4(l)) what it means for a composi- 
tion a1 to be admissible and that any composition may be rewritten as a sum of ad- 
missible operations. Define the excess of I= (il, . . . , ik) by the formula 
e(Z)=i,-i2-+..-ik. 
Let /1( ) and r( ) denote exterior and divided power algebra respectively and let 
F(p, q) E nnF, be the bigraded vector space that is one-dimensional over F2, con- 
centrated in bidegree (p,q). 
Proposition 5.6. Let I E F(p, q) be the non-zero element. Then, if p> 0, there is an 
isomorphism of bigraded algebras 
~(F(P, 4)) =./1(~1(~): eV)sp) 
s r(d,(l): e(Z) <p) 
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where 6t must be admissible. Y(F(0, q)) =FZ[z], a polynomial algebra on one 
generator concentrated in external degree 0. 
Proof. This is in [6, Section 71, or [9, Remark 2.31. 
The action of the higher divided powers is the obvious one suggested by the nota- 
tion of Proposition 5.6 and the axioms of Theorem 5.3(3). As with 9, Proposition 
5.6 allows us to compute 8W for all W~rznF,. So, combining Lemma 5.5 and 
Proposition 5.6, we obtain the following result: 
Corollary 5.1. For pz 1, there is an isomorphism of algebras 
~(F(P, q)) =‘U4%%)) 
where 6t and SqJ are admissible, e(Z) <p and e(J)<q. 
g(F(O, q)) = Ws%>l 
where Sq J is admissible and e(J) -C q. The action of the Steenrod operations and 
the higher divided power operations is the obvious one suggested by the notation 
and the results of Theorem 5.3. 
We can now give a more concrete description of the category %!._z4G4. The notation 
is meant to be suggestive: the % stands for unstable, the d for algebra and the 
Steenrod algebra, and the ka for higher divided powers. By combining the definition 
of %!._xZ~ as the category of g-algebras and Corollary 5.7, we have that /1 E Q!&ZG@ 
is a bigraded algebra with an action of the Steenrod operations 
Sqj :n;+A;+j 
and the higher divided squares 
6;:/1,4-,AF+i 
SO that the axioms suggested by Theorem 5.3 hold. A morphism in @dg is an 
algebra map that commutes with these operations. 
6. A reverse Adams spectral sequence for computing H&&l,M) 
In this section we construct the promised spectral sequence passing from n,A to 
H&&l, M), for A E i) %44. 
As a look ahead, suppose A E o 4?&2 has an augmentation E : A -+ F,. Then e may 
factor this map as a cofibration followed by an acyclic fibration 
A+X+F,. 
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X can be regarded as ‘the cone on A’ and we will define the suspension of A by 
the equation 
ZA=F,@,X. 
z1A will have the properties that 
N&, (aXA, M) G H,“,;’ (A, M) 
and 
Ho9,JXA, M) = 0 
for all ME Qo(F2) = 4Vo, and n,ZA will be a connected - in the sense that noZA = F, 
- Hopf algebra. This will cause a considerable simplification of the spectral sequence 
constructed in this section. This project will be carried out in the next section. We 
note here that if A =A is a constant simplicial algebra, then 
n,A =Tori(F2, F2). 
To begin with we explore the concept of a derivation out of an object in Q.&G@. 
For this we need a category of modules. This could be defined by some suitable 
triple, but it seems simpler to do the following: 
Definition 6.1. Define the category Q&I9 of unstable modules over both the Steenrod 
operations and the higher divided squares as follows: ME %Y9 is a bigraded vector 
space equipped with homomorphisms 
Sqj:M,4--+Mj++j, jl0 
and 
6i :MpjMMp2q+i, 2sirp 
so that Sqj=O if jzq, and the Adem relations and the relations of Theorem 
5.3(3)(iii) hold. Furthermore, 
Sqjs, = d,Sqj/2 
for all i and j. Of course, Sq j” = 0 if j is odd. A morphism in GE& is a vector space 
map that commutes with the operations. 
Examples 6.2. (1) If /1, r~ 021J9, then A @ r~ 021g via the Cartan formula and the 
formula 
1 
x’@S,(y) if xeAo, 
Si(XOU) = 6i(X) OY2 if yETo, 
0 otherwise. 
Then, if A E %JJGB, the multiplication map A @A +A is a morphism in Q&68. 
Thus, if we define, as in Definition 2.1, the module of Kaehler differentials on A 
by 52(A) =.I(A)/J(A)2, where J(A) is the kernel of the multiplication map, then 
Q(A) E Q&B. Notice that the differences from being a homomorphism involving the 
top divided power operation in Theorem 5.3 all vanish in Q(A). 
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(2) If ME aO, then we may define _Z’“M to be the bigraded object given by 
(_ZnM)z =Mq and (CnA4)i =0 if pfn. Then Z”ME 02cGZ~ with evident Steenrod 
algebra structure and all the higher divided power operations vanishing. 
Now, if ME %G8 and A E 4Vd9Z we may make A @ME Q&Z via the Cartan for- 
mula and the requirement that 6,(x@y)=x2@y if XE&, and Si(x@y)=O other- 
wise. Thus an unstable A-module over the higher divided power operations should 
be an object ME %EZJ equipped with a morphism 
in %~ZJ making Minto a/l-module. We will call the category of such objects %EB(A). 
Example 6.3. (1) Just as in Lemma 2.2, if A E uzd~ZQ4, then Q(A) E 4%%(A). 
(2) If we have a morphism A,+r in @AZ and ME a&), then we can make 
Z’ME %ZZI(A) as follows: we may regard I-E @AZ%? by letting rff = rq and rp” = 0 
for p> 0. Thus we regard r as an object in *AZ&# concentrated in external degree 
0. Then the map AO--+r induces a map A +r in %&GZ which we will call an 
augmentation of A by an object in oz1&. The module structure map for Z”M is 
given by 
In particular, if A EO%._& has an augmentation A +r and ME *e(T), then 
Z”ME UZ1GB(n*A). 
Definition 6.4. Let A E %!A!&# and ME %?&@(A). Then Der%&&4,M) is the vector 
space of maps a : A + A4 of bigraded vector spaces so that Sqja = ?iSqj for all j, 
did = aSi for all i, and a is a derivation: 
a(xy) = xa(Y) + a(x)Y. 
If A E %d68, we can define a universal derivation d : A + Q(A) in Dered9(/l, Q(A)) 
by letting d(x) be the residue class of x@ 1 - 1 Ox. We can see that d has the re- 
quired properties by repeating the argument given in the proof of Proposition 2.3 
and by noting that 
6;(x@ 1)-S;(x)@ 12=S;(x)@ 1. 
Proposition 6.5. Let A E 4Vd~2J and ME G?&@(A). Then the homomorphism 
@ : Hom~~,(,)(Qn(A), N) + DerwdA N) 
given by 
Q(f) =fod 
is an isomorphism. If rE 4Y.4 and A -+ r is an augmentation, then for all A4 E 
%VO(T) we have isomorphisms 
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Proof. The first isomorphism is established exactly as in the proof of Proposition 
2.3. The second isomorphism is established as in Example 2.10 and the third iso- 
morphism is merely a reinterpretation of the second. 
We now come to the reverse Adams spectral sequence. Notice that, as always with 
triple defined categories, the functor g gives a left adjoint to the forgetful functor 
Q&&Z + nnF, and, hence, a cotriple @ : %?ldL% ---f S?ldCB. 
Theorem 6.6. Let A + r be an augmented simplicial unstable algebra and ME 
$Yo(T). Then there is a spectral sequence 
Rg Der,,,d9(n,A,ZqM) * H,P>q(A,M). 
Before proving this we remark that because of the complexity of x*A as an object 
in Q/&&Z and the complexity of the functor %, this spectral sequence does not 
necessarily appear as a step forward. It is the purpose of some of the auxiliary 
results of this section (see below) and of the next section to explore various ways 
one might compute with this spectral sequence. 
Proof of 6.6. Let GA = GF2A+A be the acyclic fibration with GA almost-free 
produced in (3.16). Then 
Now, 
H$&(A,M)sx*D~~~_&GA,M). 
GA = diag(G., . A) 
where G., . A is the bisimplicial algebra produced in (3.14): cp,qA = GPflAq. The 
observation that makes this proof go is that if we fix p, then 
n,~p+‘A=FJp+l(~*A). 
In other words, by taking homotopy in the simplicial degree q - thereby leaving the 
simplicial degree p - we obtain the canonical acyclic almost-free resolution of n,A 
as an object in Q.&g: 
g_(n,A)+n,A. 
Compare Remark 3.2(2). 
The argument proceeds as follows: From the bi-cosimplicial object B with 
gpVq = Dergtid(Gp+ ‘A,, M). 
Filtering B by degree in p, we obtain a spectral sequence 
nPzqB * np+q diag[DerotiSd(G_, . A,M)]. 
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But, since 
diagtDerQ,.Ac., . AM)1 = Der++ddiag(~,, . A),M), 
we have that 
rrpfqdiag[Der~~(~.,.A,M)]~:H,P~:q(A,M). 
Thus the spectral sequence abuts to the promised object and we need only identify 
the E,-term. However 
E,P.q~~pDer~~~(~.(~*A),~qM)~R~Dergl~~(lr,A,~qM). 
This identifies the E,-term and completes the proof. 
In order to make this spectral sequence more accessible, we now develop methods 
for approaching the E,-term. The first such method is to exploit Proposition 6.5 to 
produce a composite functor spectral sequence. For this we need a computation. Let 
9 : nnF, + 021&‘&Z be the left adjoint to the forgetful functor. Then, for WE nnF2, 
the projection map W+ 0 yields a canonical augmentation $? W+ $2 (0) = F,. Hence 
the module of indecomposables Q YJ W is defined. Notice that Corollary 5.7 implies 
that Q $J W is projective in %G@D; in fact, if we set 9 W= Q 9 W, then 9: nnF2 + %52J 
is the left adjoint to the forgetful functor. 
Lemma 6.1. Let C2(F3 W) be the module of Kaehler differentials on $2 W. Then there 
is an isomorphism in G!CB(FJ W): 
52(~ww)~:w~~w. 
Proof. The argument is exactly the same as in Example 2.6. 
Now let re %!.A?. Then in Example 6.3(2) we saw how to regard r as an object 
of %!&G$I concentrated in external degree 0. We can, therefore, form the category 
of modules +!&?l(T). Deciphering the remarks before Example 6.3, we see that an 
object ME *g(r) is an object ME SS?ZJ so that MPe a#) for each external 
degree p and for x E r and m EM, Si(Xm) = x2m for all i. Hence, the forgetful func- 
tor @a(r) + nnF, has a left adjoint gr where 
(6.8) gr(M)=r@g,(M). 
If A E %._&‘g has an augmentation /1 + r, rE %&$, then Proposition 6.5 yields an 
isomorphism for all NE @G@(r), 
(6.9) Der OUdO, N) = Homea(r)(rO Q(r), N). 
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Hence the following composite functor spectral sequence should come as no sur- 
prise. Let us agree to write Q2, for the functor Z-g_ O(-). 
Proposition 6.10. Let A E 4?l._&G21 have an augmentation A + I- to an object l-e a&. 
Then, for all NE Q&?B(r) there is a spectral sequence 
Ext&n(r)(L:Q2,(A), N) * Rg’q Der~~&4, N). 
Lq’Qn, denotes the derived functors of Sz, with respect to the cotriple @. 
Proof. The argument is exactly the same as in Theorem 4.3. Form the bi-cosimplicial 
vector space 
Hom~~(&@.r(rO@ A Q(? A)),N) 
and apply Lemma 6.7 and equations (6.8) and (6.9). 
Remark. In particular, if ME “21,(r), we may form the modules .Z”ME Q&#(r), 
using Example 6.2(2). Then we will get a spectral sequence 
Now, the spectral sequence of Proposition 6.10 would not be a step forward 
except for the fact that there is class of algebras for which LyQ,(-) vanishes for 
q > 0. These will include n&A, where EA, A E 4 0%1& is the suspension of A mention- 
ed at the beginning of the section. The first point to make is that these functors depend 
only the algebra structure of the argument. Define a triple g: nnF, -+ nnF, by 
RW)=S(w,)O [0,>cl4yJ1 
where S( ) and A( ) are the symmetric and exterior algebra respectively. Notice 
that, by Corollary 5.7, 9 W isomorphic, as an algebra to g(PW). Since $ is a 
triple, we have a category T of s-algebras and g: nnF, + T is left adjoint to the 
forgetful functor. We may regard T as the category of bigraded algebras A so that 
if XEA,, p> 0, then x2 =O. There is a forgetful functor %!dg + T. Finally, if 
A ET, we can form the vector space Q(A) of Kaehler differentials and, if A +Tis 
an augmentation to a graded algebra concentrated in external degree 0, we can form 
a,(A) = rgn a(~). 
Proposition 6.11. Let A E %Y&‘GZI, re %d&‘$, and A -+ ran augmentation. Then there 
is an isomorphism of vector spaces 
L:&-(A) s L+,(A). 
In particular, if there is an isomorphism of algebras A E gW for some WE nnF,, 
then L,‘Q,(A) = 0 for q > 0 and 
L,,%,(A) = Q,(A) = Z-On O(A). 
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Proof. The second clause follows from the first. The first isomorphism is a direct 
consequence of [14, Proposition 2.111. The proof goes, in outline, as follows: Let 
# and @ denote the obvious cotriples. Form the bisimplicial object 
Filtering by degree in q we obtain a spectral sequence with Ei,q = 0 if p> 0 and 
E~,GL~Q,(A). Here we use the fact that 9 WE gW’ for some W’. Then, filtering 
by degree in p, we obtain a spectral sequence with Ez,q = 0 if q> 0 and Ej,Og 
LqT12,(A). Here we use that z*@. A =A via a canonical contraction (see Remark 
3.2(2)) and, hence, that .%!?.A has a contraction. 
When we have an algebra A E %JcB so that there is an isomorphism of algebras 
,4 G g-W for some W, then Proposition 6.11 guarantees that the spectral sequence 
of Proposition 6.10 collapses and yields an isomorphism 
ExtP,,(,)(Q&‘I), N) = R$ Dera_AA N). 
This is obviously a simplification, returning the right-hand side of this equation to 
the realm of normal homological algebra. In addition, the spectral sequence of 
Theorem 6.6 becomes 
ExtP,,(r,(sz,(rr*A),~qM) * H,“:‘(AM). 
This will be the case for _ZA, A E& uz1d. We will explore the simplification in the next 
section. 
7. The case of supplemented algebras 
In this section we concentrate on the case where the simplicial algebra has an 
augmentation E : A + F, to the constant simplicial algebra F2. This is a supplemented 
simplicial algebra. This, in turn, leads us to the study of object A E @Zd5B equipped 
with an augmentation E : /1+ F,, where F, is concentrated in bidegree (0,O). Such 
objects in %AZ~ are obtained by applying homotopy to a supplemented object in 
4 %&. We gain the following flexibility: the augmentation E : A + F, will allow us 
to define the suspension of A, a useful computational tool exploited to great effect 
in [14]. 
To see that the augmentation is not an overly restrictive hypothesis, notice that 
4Y0(F2) = WO and, hence, if ME a,,, we know how to define H&(A,M) for any 
supplemented object A E o %Ld. In particular, if A = H*Y, for some based space Y, 
regarded as a constant simplicial algebra and M=.Z’H*X for some space X, then 
Remark 3.13 and the isomorphisms before (1.2) imply that 
H”;JA,M)=Ext&(H*Y,H*Z’(X+)). 
This, in light of the spectral sequence (1.2), is a prime object of study. 
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Additionally, the reverse Adams spectral sequence (Theorem 6.6) also simplifies 
considerably. First of all, W8(F,) = %G$ and, if A + F, is an augmentation, we 
may give ME %9 the trivial A-module structure. Then, for ME @!9, 
Der W&A, M) = Hom+dQA Ml 
where QA is the module of indecomposables. Theorem 5.3 implies that QA E WI&. 
This equation allows one to conclude that 
(7.1) G’,,(A)=F,@, Q(A)=QA. 
Furthermore, for ME CC@,, we let M+ = M@ F, be the trivial algebra in a&C8 with 
the multiplication determined by the fact that M forms an ideal with M* = 0. Then 
one easily checks that 
Thus, writing Ext for the derived functors of Horn, the spectral sequence of 
Theorem 6.6 becomes, for a supplemented object in a%&, 
(7.2) Ext&&,A, (ZYM)+) = H,P;4(A,M) 
and the spectral sequence of Proposition 6.10 becomes, for ME %Yo 
(7.3) Ext’;;,&;Q(A), .Z”M) * Ext$;$&l, (Z”M)+). 
Proposition 6.11 offers further simplification. This result says that L:Q(A)n 
LrQ(A) and that if A = .YW for some W, then LTQ(A) =0 for q>O. Of course, 
LTQ(A) = QA. A simple way to get A G .FW for some W is, first, for _4 to be con- 
nected in the sense that A0=F2 and, second, for A to be the algebra underlying a 
Hopf algebra. Then Borel’s structure theorem and the fact that if x E A,, p> 0, 
then x*=0 together imply that A must be a bigraded exterior algebra and, hence, 
gW for some W with W,=O. Synthesizing these remarks with (7.3) yields the 
following simplification of (7.2). Notice that a connected algebra A automatically 
has an augmentation A + F,. 
Proposition 1.4. (1) If A E %dg is, as an algebra, the algebra underlying a con- 
nected Hopf algebra, then L:Q(A) = 0 for q > 0 and there is an isomorphism 
Ex&(QA, Z‘“M) G Ext$,&A, (Z”M)+). 
(2) If A E* %Y& is supplemented and rr,A is the algebra underlying a connected 
Hopf algebra, then there is a spectral sequence 
Ext$,(Qrr,A, Z’M) * H,P<;‘(A, M). 
There is a familiar example of A E b ozl._& satisfying the hypothesis of Proposition 
7.4(2). Let I-E %dd be a supplemented unstable algebra. Thus r might be the co- 
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homology of a based space. Let B(T) E 6 @AZ be the bar construction on I-. Then 
n,B(T) E Tori(F2, F2) 
and A =B(T) satisfies the hypotheses of the preceding proposition. 
This example can be generalized as follows. First a bit of notation: a morphism 
f: A + B in 6 021~2 is a homotopy equivalence if there is a morphism g : B + A so that 
fg and gf are homotopic to the respective identities. A and B are homotopy 
equivalent if such an f exists. Notice that two homotopy equivalent objects are 
weakly equivalent, but that the converse is not true. 
Definition 7.5. Let A EO%A’ have an augmentation E : A + F,. Factor E as 
where the first map is a cofibration and the second map an acyclic fibration. Then 
define the suspension of A by the equation 
By Remark 3.8, ZA is independent of the choice of X up to homotopy equivalence 
and functorial up to homotopy in A. 
We could make ZA completely functorial by using the construction of (3.16). 
Notice that z*X=FF2; therefore, we could think of X as the ‘cone on A’ and ZA 
as the ‘cone on A with A collapsed to a point’. Some properties of the suspension 
are given in the next result. 
Proposition 7.6. (1) For all A E 4 ad, CA is cofibrant in o +Yd. If A + B is a weak 
equivalence in Q a&!, then ZA + .ZB is a homotopy equivalence. 
(2) There is a homotopy associative coproduct 
so that n.JA is a Hopf algebra with coproduct X*I+V. 
(3) There is a spectral sequence 
[TorJ*A(F2,F2)lq * Q+~CA. 
In particular, QA =F2 and rt,.ZA is the algebra underlying a connected Hopf 
algebra. 
(4) For all ME %YO, H&(EA,M) =0 and there are isomorphisms for n>O 
H&(ZA, M) G H&!(A, M). 
Proof. This result is implicit in [19] and is also proved in [l 11. See Section 3 of this 
last paper, or Section 2 of [lo]. The last statement is implied by the ‘transitivity 
sequence’ of [18]. 
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Remark 7.7. Let I-e o%c.&. Regard I- as a constant simplicial object in o a&. Then 
Proposition 7.6(3) says that 
TcJI- = Torf(F,, F2) 
and Proposition 7.6(4) says 
H!&&, M) = H&‘(r, M). 
Thus Proposition 7.4(2) yields a spectral sequence 
Ex&(Q Tori(F,, F2), LYqM) * H,PL+,q- ‘(r, M). 
This is similar to the spectral sequence written down by Miller in [16]. If r= H*Y 
for some based space Y and M=Z’H*X, then the abutment of this spectral se- 
quence may be interpreted as at the beginning of the section. For example, if X is 
a point, H*X=F, concentrated in degree 0 and 
H~~q~‘(r,M)~Ext~~~l(H*Y,H*St) 
is the &term of a spectral sequence converging to the homotopy of the p- 
completion of Y. In the end we get a spectral sequence 
(7.8) ExtP,<&Q Torf*r(F,, F2),Zqn*S’) * Ext&y-‘(H*Y, H*S’) 
where H* denotes reduced cohomology. 
As an interesting contrast, Bousfield and Kan worked out the E2 term of their 
spectral sequence at characteristic 0 - that is, over the rationals Q - and obtained 
that 
Ext$&!(H*(Y,Q),H*(St,Q))~[QTor~*’Y,Q)(Q,Q)t]* 
for H*( Y, Q) of finite type and where the * means the vector space dual. See [7]. 
There are no Steenrod operation and no higher divided power operations in char- 
acteristic 0, so there is no need for a spectral sequence as in (7.8). 
Finally, the spectral sequence (7.8) yields an edge homomorphism 
Ext&;(H*Y, H*S’) + [Q TorrY(F,, F2)t] *. 
This must be related to the Hurewicz map 
n, Yr rr,sZY+ HJ2Y 
via the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence. This assertion is proved in [lo]. 
8. A Koszul resolution for computing Extwg 
In the previous section we saw that we could often approach the Bousfield-Kan 
spectral sequence through the computation of Ext in the category uz1g. In this sec- 
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tion, we apply the work of Priddy [17] to produce a canonical chain complex for 
computing these objects. 
Let 9: nnF, -+ 4?&3 be the left adjoint to the forgetful functor and 8: %Yg + W2l 
the resulting cotriple. Then, for ME 4%9, we compute Ext&&M,ZqR*S’) (as in 
(7.8)) by the equation 
ExtP,,(M, Zqfl*S’) = rep Horn,&@ (M), ZqA*S’). 
Now C9A*S’ E ?Z?Z is simply the trivial module of dimension one over F2 concen- 
trated in bidegree (q,t). By allowing q and t to vary, we obtain a bigraded object 
Ext!&(M, F2) with 
It is this object that the Koszul resolution will compute. Note that we can similarly 
define Horn&M, F2). 
Dually, we have a notion of Tor in %C2J. For ME W9, we specify two canonical 
maps 9(M) -tM. The first is the usual projection E : l@f) +Madjoint to the identity 
M+M in nnF2. The second is obtained as follows: if V/~nrzF~, we may regard 
I/E W?ZI as a trivial module and obtain a projection E : g(V) + I/. Applying this to 
A4 regarded as an object of nnFz we obtain a projection E’ : g(N) + N in nnF,. 
Then we define F2@Oua N by the coequalizer diagram 
(8.1) ~(M)‘%4+F2&&4. 
Then we have 
(8.2) Tory (M, F2) = np F, OJELg C?j. (M) 
and 
[TorF”(M, F2)] * z Ext?&(M, F,). 
If I/ is a bigraded vector space, we can define a filtration on .9(V) by 
(8.3) Fp~(I/)={6,,...gimSqi’... Sqj”(x): XE V and n+msq}. 
Notice that Fy9( V) c Fyf ‘P( V) and 
6;F~9V’)cF~+%‘(V) 
and 
Sq’F;sl( I’) c F;+ ‘sl( V). 
Therefore, the associated graded (actually trigraded) object E09( V) has an action 
by the operations 
and 
Sqj : E&P’(V) + E,4+ ‘9(V) 
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increasing filtration degree by one and subject to all the axioms of Definition 6.1 
except that Sq”= 0. We call the category of such modules E,@9. 
Furthermore, if Vis itself filtered, with F,4VcF, 4+1 V we can define a filtration , 
on P(V) by 
F49( V) = c F;Y(F; V) c .?P( V) 
atb=q 
where F, is the filtration above. Thus, if ME 4%@, we can recursively define a 
filtration on @JM) = 9”’ ‘(M) by 
FS@o(M) = F”@(M) 
as in (8.3) and 
F’@&M) = c F;@(Fb$_ ,(M)). 
atb=s 
It is simple to check that the face and degeneracy operators 
d; : &&W) + t%&,(M) 
and 
sj : sgkq + c4$+,(M) 
preserve these filtrations and the associated graded yields a simplicial object 
Eogul (M) in Eo%%. Furthermore, the canonical contraction of @. (A4) (see Remarks 
3.2) also preserves this filtration, so we have 
concentrated in noEog. (M) and filtration degree 0. In fact, if we regard A4 as an 
object in E,%@ concentrated in filtration degree 0, then 
is the canonical projective simplicial resolution of A4 in EoQ&8. In Eo4K9, A4 is a 
trivial module because the operations ai and Sqj shift filtration degree. 
Therefore, if we define Fz@Eo.~ag ( ) by analogy with (8.1), then 
71pF2@E,,UU9 Eoga (M) =T~I$‘~‘~(F~,M). 
Denote by 
TorEo*“(F2, M)q 
P 
the elements of filtration degree q. Then the filtration above yields a spectral sequence 
Ef q = TorFwg (F2, bQq * Tory (F2, M) 
with differentials 
Dualizing, we get a spectral sequence 
Ext&,,(M F2)q * ExtP,,(M Fz). 
Priddy’s results, suitably adjusted, include the following: 
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Proposition 8.4. If pfq, then 
TorEo@‘(M, F& = 0. 
P 
We prove this below, using a variation of Priddy’s argument. The next result 
follows immediately from the spectral sequence above. 
Corollary 8.5. Define a cochain complex for ME Q&l@ by 
and 
C’(M) = Ext$o,,(M F,), = E;,p 
Then 
d*=d’: CP(M)+CP+l(M). 
H*(C(M), d*) z Ext&&M, F2). 
To prove Proposition 8.4 and to give specific details about the chain complex in 
Corollary 8.5, we need to develop some notation. Define a composition 
(8.6) 6,Sq ‘= 6j, . . . 6im Sqi’ . . . Sqj” 
to be admissible if ik r2ik+, and j, z2jk+, for all k. Notice that SqiSi, jz 1, is 
never admissible. The excess of I and J was defined in Section 5. Define the length 
of G,SqJ to be m+n. 
The most important ingredient in the proof of Proposition 8.4 is the fact that the 
various compositions of 6i and Sq’ can be ordered in a way that distinguishes ad- 
missible elements. We declare 6, > Sj if i> j, Sq’> Sqj if i > j, and 6i > Sq’ for all i 
and j. Then the set of all compositions of the operations 6; and Sqj can be ordered 
using the lexicographic ordering derived from the given ordering on the operations. 
The following is now a consequence of Theorem 5.3 and the Adem relations: 
Lemma 8.1. Suppose that f is a composition of some of the operations 6, and Sq’. 
If f is not admissible, then there is an equation 
f= c 4$lJr 
where dfrSqJr>f. 
For ME %$B, g(M) is spanned by elements which we will write 
&SqJ I xl 
where, if x E A4 has bidegree (s, t), then 6+q J is admissible and e(I) 5 s and e(J) < t. 
If I= 9, we write [SqJ 1 x]; if J= @, we write [a, 1 x]; and if Z= @J =J we write [l 1 x]. 
Recall the notion of length given above. Then Ed@ is spanned by elements of 
the form 
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with XE M, the operation admissible, the excess condition as above, j, 2 1 if J# @ 
and length exactly q. If x has bidegree (s, t), then this element has bidegree 
(8.8) (s+ C ik,2m(t+ C jk)). 
Then, recursively, we see that E,4@#4) is spanned by elements of the form 
with x EM, the operations admissible, excess determined by the case p = 0 and the 
sum of the lengths of the G,SqJk exactly q. If Jk#@, the last entry of Jk must be 
greater than zero. From this it follows that (F2 BE,@9 EOZ$(M))q - the elements of 
filtration degree q - is spanned by the residue classes of elements of the form 
(8.9) [l I 4,SqJ’ I ... I G,/$lJD lx1 
subject to the same conditions; in particular, if x has bidegree (s, t), then 
(8.9.1) ens+ c cc 1,) 
(8.9.2) 4J,)<2 ‘(‘k+1)(2’(1k+2)(... (t+ c JP) ..a) + 1 Jk+ 1). 
where we write C I for C i, with I= (il, . . . , i,), similarly for C J, and we write I( ) 
for the length of a sequence. 
The other tool that we need is the normalized chain complex of a simplicial vector 
space. If I/ is a simplicial vector space, define 
and 
a= c d;:N,V+N,_,V. 
Then 
H*(Nv,a)=n*v. 
One easily sees that NJF, OEoeg Z&@(M),) - the elements of filtration degree q - 
is spanned by the residue classes of elements of the form 
(8.10) 11 / 6,,SsJ’ I *a* I G,pIJD I xl 
subject to the conditions above and so that the length of G,SqJk is at least one. 
Proof of Proposition 8.4. First assume that q<p. Then (8.10) implies that 
NJF, OE~WZ &~(W,) = 0. 
Thus we may as well assume that q>p, Again we write f for a composition of the 
operations ai and Sqj. The composition f need not be admissible. Order the symbols 
[l/f,I-**IfhI 
of (8.10) (where the operations are admissible) by ‘removing the bars’ - that is, order 
them lexicographically. This ordering defines a filtration on N,(F, OEo~a E@(M)) 
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and Lemma 8.6 implies that, modulo elements of higher filtration 
~~~lfil~~~lf,/~l=C~~IfiI~‘~Ifkfk+lI~~~IfpI~l 
where the sum is taken over k so that fk fk+ 1 is admissible. For q>p we define a 
map 
@ : N,(Fz &cm G,&W,) -+ Np+ ,(F2 &,slhn J%@‘(W,) 
with the property that for 
Y= 11 1 fi 1 ..a / fP IxIEN~(F~OE~*~~~EOS)(M)~) 
we have 
(8.11) a@(Y)+@a(Y)=Y 
modulo elements of higher filtration. The result then follows. Since q>p, the length 
of some fk in y must be two or greater. Fix the first such and write fk =fLfi where 
the length of f; is one. Then set 
~(Y)=~~lf,I~~~If~If~/~~~If,I~l 
if fjfj+ 1 is not admissible for j< k. Otherwise set G(y) = 0. It is a simple matter, 
using (8.1 l), to show that a@ + @a = 1 modulo elements of higher filtration; less ob- 
vious is the fact that 
But this is a matter of examining (8.9.1) and (8.9.2). 
It remains only to give a basis for C*(M) and a formula for d*, so that one can 
compute with the cochain complex of Corollary 8.5. First of all, 
CO(M) = A4* 
is the bigraded F,-dual of M. Next consider the case where M=F(s, t) is of dimen- 
sion 1 over F, concentrated in bidegree (s, t). Let I E F(.s, t) be the non-zero element. 
Then Ext$,,(F(s, t), F2) h as a basis given by the residue classes of 
v’(l*)= [l I6i I I]*, 25i5s, 
~j(Z*)=[l I SqJ+’ 1 Z]*, OIj< t- 1. 
These have filtration degree 1. (The “j-t 1” is forced upon us by the traditional 
lambda algebra - see Remark 8.15 below.) Then these elements define linear opera- 
tions, for all ME 021g and pz0 
yi : CP(M)s, ( = EXtP ~OdMF2)(p,s,r) -rExt~~~a(M,F2)(p+1,s+i,2/) 
= cp+ ‘(Ws+i,2t 
for Zriss, and 
~j:CP(M)s,f~CP+‘(M)s,t+j+I, Olj<t-1. 
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Proposition 8.12. Let {x,} c M* be a homogeneous basis for the Fz-dual of ME uzd. 
Then a basis for Cp(M) is given by all elements of the form 
A.izj, ...~~~~il . . . y;m(x,) 
with x, in the basis and 
(l) Or.ikr2.ik+, and 2rik<2ik+, for all k; 
(2) n+m=p; 
(3) if x, has bidegree (s, t), then i, I s and j,, I 2”‘t - 1. 
Furthermore, if x, has bidegree (s, t), then this element has bidegree 
(s+ i, + ...+i,,2mt+jl+...+j,+n). 
Sketch of proof. This can be proved exactly as in Section 3 of Priddy’s paper, so we 
only give an outline here. N,(F 2 0 EOwg E@. (M),) is spanned by elements of the 
form 
[~If,I-~~IfpIxl 
with XEM and the length of fk is exactly one for all k. Arguing as in the proof of 
Proposition 8.4 (see (8.11)) we see that a cycle y EN,(F~ OEOuaa Egga (M),) can be 
written 
Y’[~If,I~~~IfpIXl 
with fk fk+ 1 not admissible for all k, modulo elements of higher filtration. Since 
the result follows. 
This result suggests that there are relations among the operations yi and S; 
following Priddy’s line of argument we see that these relations are: 
If a>2b, then 
(8.13.1) &lZb = 
If az2b, then 
For all a and 6, 
(8.13.3) Yalb=&b+lya- 
Finally, we can determine the differential d* : Cp(M) + Cp+‘(M). First we con- 
sider the differential 
d* : Cp(F(s, t)) -+ CP+ ‘(F(s, t)). 
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One can easily check that if p = 1, then 
(8.14.1) d*#$(l*) = c 
S>_l 
and 
(8.14.2) d*y’(r*) = 0. 
These formulas follow from the Adem relations and Theorem 5.3. Then, p> 1, d* 
‘acts as a derivation’; that is, 
(8.14.3) d*iljy’(l*)= C ~j, “’ (d*~j~) “’ ~jj,v’(l*). 
One can apply the relations above for further computations. Now, 
ME %%@, the operations 6i :M-+M and Sqj :M+M, determine dual 
ai : (~*)h’+ (M*)s-i,f/2 
and 
for general 
operations 
We write these operations on the right. Thus, for example, if XEM* is of bidegree 
(s, 2t), then xSi is of bidegree (s - i, t) and if X is of bidegree (s, 2t + l), then XSi = 0. 
Then d* : P(M) + Cp+ '(M) is now determined by the formula 
(8.14.4) d*(1Jy’(x))=,~21,y’y’(xdi)+j~~ ~JY’~j-,(xSqj)+(d*~,y’)(x) 
and the relations above. In particular, d * : h4* --f C'(M) is given by the formula 
(8.14.5) d*(X)= C yi(XSi)+ C )Lj_1(XSqj)* 
iz2 jzl 
Remark 8.15. This is a ‘lambda algebra’ for computing Extylg. In fact, if we sup- 
press the yi for the equations of Proposition 8.12, (8.13), and (8.14), we obtain the 
usual lambda algebra for computing unstable Ext over the Steenrod algebra; or 
more exactly, since for an object ME Q&B, the elements of external degree s form 
an object in QO, we actually obtain the lambda algebra for computing Exta,,. 
The rather complicated bigrading requirements of Proposition 8.12 arise because 
the operations 6; double internal degree. On the other hand, 13y’=O because the 
relations among the operations 6i are homogeneous. 
Incidentally, the yi suggest the existence of operations in H&( ). These opera- 
tions are explored in [lo]. 
We close with a few examples couched as exercises. 
Exercise 8.16. Let Y=S” be the n-sphere. Then 
Torf*S”(F2, F2) =XY,, n > 
is a divided power algebra on a single generator of degree n in Tori. Then 
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Q Torf*sn(F,, F2) is, by Theorem 5.3(3), a free (unstable) module over the divided 
power operation 6; on ~r,~ and a generator y2,2n of degree 2n in Tar,. Use the 
cochain complex of Corollary 8.5 and the spectral sequence of (7.8) to conclude that 
there is a long exact sequence 
... -+ Ext&(2’F2,Z’F2) + ExtS,,(H*S: H*S’) + Ext&-,‘(Z2”F2,ZfF2) -+ ... 
Since the degree shifting functor Z: %-+ a0 induces an isomorphism of 
categories (at the prime 2), we have that 
Ext&(M,Z’F+ Ext&(Z-‘A&Z- IF,). 
Thus the long exact sequence becomes the familiar EHP sequence in Ext. 
Exercise 8.17. There is a simplicial unstable algebra K(p, q) ~o+Y._d so that 
~~,K(p,q)gA(x,,); that is, n,K(p, q) is an exterior algebra on a single generator 
of bidegree (p, q). Thus, assuming that pz 1, we are in the case of the spectral 
sequence of Proposition 7.4(2). Use the cochain complex above to compute 
Ext&(Qrr,K(p,q),F,) and show that it is a direct sum of groups of the form 
Ext&,(Z2rqF2, F2). This example is important because fL&(K(p, q), F,) - the abut- 
ment of the spectral sequence of Proposition 7.4(2) - is the &-term of a spectral 
sequence associated with the universal infinite cycle in the Bousfield-Kan spectral 
sequence. This is studied further in [lo]. 
Exercise 8.18. Let Y=S”vSk. Use (7.8), the cochain complex of Corollary 8.5, 
and Exercise 8.17 to see in what form E2(Y), where 
satisfies the Hilton-Milnor Theorem. The answer should suggest that E2(Y) is a 
direct product of terms of the form H Z&(K(p, q), F2) where K(p, q) is as in Exercise 
8.17. The Hilton-Milnor Theorem is explored in more detail in [ll]. 
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